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a b s t r a c t
Sorting permutations by operations such as reversals and block-moves has received much
attention because of its applications in the study of genome rearrangements. A short block-
move is an operation on a permutation that moves an element at most two positions away
from its original position. In this paper, we investigate the problem of finding a minimum-
length sorting sequence of short block-moves for a given permutation, and devise a (1+ε)-
approximation algorithm for this problem, where ε is the number of elements divided
by the number of inversions in the permutation. The algorithm mostly relies on a new
structure in the permutation graph called an umbrella, which can be optimally sorted in
O(n2) time.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
When estimating the evolutionary distance between two organisms using genomic data, one wishes to reconstruct the
sequence of evolutionary events that transform one genome into another. In the 1980s, some evidence was found that some
species have essentially the same set of genes, but that their gene order differs [4,5]. Sankoff was probably the first who
proposed the three basic operations of genome rearrangement, i.e., reversals, transpositions and translocations [6].
A transposition is a rearrangement operation that operates on only one permutation. Precisely, a transposition cuts
a segment out of the permutation and pastes it in a different location; i.e., it swaps two adjacent subpermutations. A
transposition is also called a block-move. Of interest to biologists is how to transform one permutation to another by the
minimum number of transpositions. The problemwas first studied by Bafna and Pevzner, who devised a 1.5-approximation
algorithm, which runs in quadratic time [1]. Elias and Hartman improved the approximation factor to 1.375 [7]. Eriksson
et al. showed that the transposition diameter is bounded by ⌊(2n−2)/3⌋ for n ≥ 9, and gave an exact expression for sorting
the reverse permutation [8]. Recently, Bulteau et al. proved that sorting permutations by transpositions is NP-complete [10],
answering the long lasting open problem.
It is reasonable to assume that the probability that a segment is moved far away from its original position when
performing a transposition is very small. Naturally, Heath and Vergara investigated the problem of sorting by short block-
moves [2]. A short block-move (also called 3-bounded transposition in [9]) is a transposition on a permutation such that the
total length of the two segments swapped is at most three. Heath and Vergara presented a 4/3-approximation algorithm for
this problem [3]. They also devised an O(n3 log n) time algorithm for a special class of permutations called woven double-
strip permutations, using graph matching techniques [3]. Mahajan et al. simplified Heath and Vergara’s approximation
algorithm, and described a linear-time algorithm to optimally sort the correcting-hop-free permutations [9].
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Fig. 1. The permutation graph for π = [4, 1, 3, 2, 7, 5, 8, 6].
In this paper, we explore a special subpermutation called an umbrella and devise a polynomial time exact algorithm to
sort it. For those permutations containing more inversions than elements, we present a (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm
which runs in quadratic time by exploiting the exact algorithm for sorting umbrellas.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, somenewdefinitions andnotations are introduced. Section 3 reviews some
useful results of Heath and Vergara. In Section 4, we describe the (1+ ε)-approximation algorithm. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
In the context of genome rearrangements, generally, genomes are represented by permutations, where each element
stands for a gene. If there are n elements in a permutation, we denote them by the set In = {1, 2, . . . , n}. For example,
π = [4, 1, 3, 2, 7, 5, 8, 6] is a permutation of eight elements. Let ιn = [1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n] be the identity permutation of n
elements. A block (also called a subpermutation) is a segment of contiguous elements or just one element. In the permutation
π = [g1, g2, . . . , gn], gi is called the left neighbor of gi+1, and gi+1 is the right neighbor of gi (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).
For a permutation π = [g1, g2, . . . , gn] (gi ∈ In, 1 ≤ i ≤ n), a block-move ρ(i, j, k) (defined on all 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n+ 1)
cuts the block [gi, . . . , gj−1] out of π , then relocates it to the immediate right of gk−1; i.e., ρ(i, j, k) corresponds to a
permutation π ′ = [g1, . . . , gi−1, gj, . . . , gk−1, gi, . . . , gj−1, gk, . . . , gn]. In other words, ρ(i, j, k) swaps the two blocks
[gi, . . . , gj−1] and [gj, . . . , gk−1] (where if i = 1, then [g1, . . . , gi−1] is empty, and if k = n+1, [gk, . . . , gn] is empty likewise).
A short block-move is the restricted case of block-move where the total length of the two blocks swapped is at most three.
There are three possible forms of short block-moves:
1. skip: ρ([i], [i+ 1]), which exchanges the element gi with the element gi+1;
2. right-hop: ρ([i], [i+ 1, i+ 2]), which exchanges the element gi with the block [gi+1, gi+2], called a right hop of gi;
3. left-hop: ρ([i, i+ 1], [i+ 2]), which exchanges the block [gi, gi+1] with the element gi+2, called a left hop of gi+2 similarly.
For the sake of convenience, we also use ρ(gi, gi+1) to denote a skip and ρ(gi, gi+1 gi+2) (resp. ρ(gi gi+1, gi+2)) to denote a
right (resp. left) hop. Applying a short block-move ρ to π yields π ′ = π · ρ.
We now formally define the sorting by short block-moves problem.
Sorting by Short Block-Moves.
Input: A permutation π = [g1, g2, . . . , gn], gi ∈ In, 1≤ i≤ n.
Question: Is there a sequence of short block-moves ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρt such that π · ρ1 · ρ2, . . . , ·ρt = ιn = [1, 2, . . . , n], and t
is minimized?
The minimum integer t is the short block-move distance of π , which is denoted as BK3(π).
An inversion in a permutation is a pair of elements {gi, gj} that are not in their correct relative order (i.e., i < j and gi > gj).
There is no inversion in the identity permutation. A correcting short block-move corrects the relative order of the elements
moved, i.e., a correcting skip erases a single inversion, while a correcting hop erases a pair of inversions.
Heath and Vergara showed that it suffices to consider only correcting short block-moveswhen seeking an optimal sorting
sequence of short block-moves for a permutation. The result is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For a permutation π , there exists an optimal sequence of short block-moves ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρt that sorts π such that
each short block-move is a correcting short block-move [2].
In the rest of this paper, we only consider sorting sequences of correcting short block-moves. Obviously, the goal of
sorting by correcting short block-moves is to maximize the number of correcting hops.
The following graph representation of a permutation serves as a fundamental tool for solving the sorting by short block-
moves problem. The permutation graph of π is a graph G(π) = (V , E), where V = {g1, g2, . . . , gn}, E = {(gi, gj)|i < j and
gi > gj}. (See Fig. 1 for an example.) An element is arcless if it is isolated, i.e., it is not an endpoint of any arc. Every arc of
G(π) represents an inversion in π . An arc (gi, gj) is short if j = i + 1. Two arcs in the permutation graph are compatible if
they share an identical endpoint.
As mentioned above, a correcting short block-move corresponds to the removal of arcs in the permutation graph. For
convenience, in the context of permutation graphs, we will not distinguish between inversions and arcs, or between a
permutation and its corresponding permutation graph.
Bounds for the length of an optimal sequence of short block-moves that sorts π are given in [3]:
|E(G(π))|
2
≤ BK3(π) ≤ |E(G(π))|. (1)
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Fig. 2. The umbrella I = [7, 2, 5, 4, 6] and related terms.
3. Related results
A lone arc in the permutation graph is an arc that is not compatible with any other arc. As each correcting short block-
move erases a single arc or a pair of compatible arcs, a lone arc must correspond to a skip (denoted by a lone skip) to erase
it in any sorting sequence.
Definition 1. A mushroom in a permutation π = [g1, g2, . . . , gn] is a subpermutation of four consecutive elements
I = [gi, gi+1, gi+2, gi+3] that satisfies gi+2 > gi > gi+3 > gi+1.
In Fig. 1, the subpermutation [7, 5, 8, 6] forms a mushroom. Heath and Vergara proved the following two crucial lemmas for
their 4/3-approximation algorithm.
Lemma 1. An unsorted permutation containing no lone skips or correcting hops contains a mushroom [3].
Lemma 2. For a permutation containing correcting hops, there exists a correcting hop that, when applied to the permutation,
introduces at most one lone arc [3].
4. The (1+ ε)-approximation algorithm
In this section, we elaborately describe the (1+ ε)-approximation algorithm. The algorithm is mostly based on a special
subpermutation called an umbrella, which is defined as follows.
Definition 2. Let π = [g1, g2, . . . , gn] . If the subpermutation I = [gi, gi+1, . . . , gi+m] of π satisfies that 1 ≤ m ≤ n− i and
gi > gi+k, for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,m, then I is called an umbrella.
In the definition of an umbrella, gi is called the head of the umbrella and the gi+ks (1 ≤ k ≤ m) are called the
inside-elements, where m is the length of the umbrella, also denoted by s[I]. An umbrella of length one is a short arc.
An umbrella whose length is at least three is called a long umbrella. See Fig. 2 for an example. In the permutation
π = [3, 1, 7, 2, 5, 4, 6, 9, 8], the subpermutation I = [7, 2, 5, 4, 6] is an umbrella, where 7 is the head and {2, 5, 4, 6}
are inside-elements. The length of this umbrella is four, e.t., s[I] = 4.
4.1. Sorting a simple umbrella
An umbrella I is simple if there is no correcting hop that can be applied to any three contiguous inside-elements in I . It is
trivial that, if the length of I is one or two, then I is simple.
Following the definition, every umbrella I of lengthmhasm arcs from the head to the inside-elements that are compatible
with each other; we call them head-arcs. Those arcs whose endpoints are both inside-elements are called inside-arcs. Let
|E(I)| denote the number of arcs in the permutation graph of an umbrella I . |E(I)| equals the total number of head-arcs and
inside-arcs. In Fig. 2, the subpermutation I = [7, 2, 5, 4, 6] is also a simple umbrella. The arcs (7, 2), (7, 5), (7, 4), (7, 6) are
head-arcs, the arc (5, 4) is an inside-arc, and |E(I)| = 5. We will prove that there is a sequence of hops and at most one skip
that sorts an umbrella. Before that, we need to present the following four lemmas.
Lemma 3. For any umbrella I, there exists a series of correcting hops that transform it into a simple umbrella I ′ such that
s[I] = s[I ′].
Proof. Firstly, if s[I] ≤ 2, then I is simple. So we always focus on umbrellas with length greater than two. Whenever a hop
can be applied to three consecutive inside-elements, we perform that hop. Finally, no hop exists on any three consecutive
inside-elements, then the umbrella is simple. 
Lemma 4. For a subpermutation S, if no correcting hop can be applied to three consecutive elements of S, then the minimum
element of S is either the first or the second element.
Proof. Let S = [g1, g2, . . . , gn], where n ≥ 3. Let gr be the minimum element. If gr is not the first or second element, which
implies r ≥ 3, then theminimum element gr will have two elements (gr−1 and gr−2) to its left that are greater than gr , which
comprises a correcting hop, yielding a contradiction. 
Lemma 5. Given a simple umbrella I = [gi, gi+1, . . . , gi+m], if m is odd, then gi+1 < gi+3 <, . . . , < gi+m and gi+2 < gi+4 <
· · · < gi+m−1; if m is even, then gi+1 < gi+3 <, . . . , < gi+m−1 and gi+2 < gi+4 < · · · < gi+m.
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Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is some x such that 1 < x < m − 2 and gi+x > gi+x+2, then there exists a hop
ρ([i+x, i+x+1], [i+x+2]) or ρ([i+x], [i+x+1, i+x+2]) respectively corresponding to gi+x+1 > gi+x or gi+x+1 < gi+x,
which contradicts that I is simple. 
Lemma 6. Given a simple umbrella I = [gi, gi+1, . . . , gi+m], if gi+x > gi+y for 1 ≤ x < y ≤ m, then y − x is odd and
gi+x+2k > gi+y, gi+x > gi+y−2k holds true for all k, where 1 ≤ k < (y− x)/2.
Proof. From Lemma 5, there cannot be an arc between gi+x and gi+y whenever y− x is even. Moreover, gi+x+2k > gi+x and
gi+y > gi+y−2k hold for all integer k such that 1 ≤ k < (y− x)/2. Since gi+x > gi+y, the lemma follows. 
Now we put forward the critical theorem of this paper, which shows that any simple umbrella can be sorted by a series
of hops as well as at most one skip.
Theorem 2. Let I be a simple umbrella, there exist ⌊ |E(I)|2 ⌋ hops and at most one skip that sort I.
Proof. Let I = [gi, gi+1, . . . , gi+m] be a simple umbrella. The proof is to find a sequence of ⌊ |E(I)|2 ⌋ hops and at most one skip
that sort I .
For simplicity, every median permutation derived from I by applying a series of hops is partitioned into three
subpermutations, Il, Im, Ir , where Il is the subpermutation to the left of gi, in which all the elements are arcless; Im is the
subpermutation between Il and gi; and Ir , which is an umbrella, is the subpermutation composed of gi and all the elements
on the right of it.
We will obtain the hops in groups and prove that the length of Il increases by at least one after applying each group of
hops, with the following three properties always satisfied.
1. All the elements in Il are arcless. (P.1)
2. Im = [gi+2x, . . . , gi+2y] (or [gi+2x+1, . . . , gi+2y+1]) is a substring of [gi+2, gi+4, . . . , gi+2t+2] (or [gi+3, gi+5, . . . , gi+2t+1]
respectively). If Im is not empty, then there exist arcs between gi+2z (or gi+2z+1) and some elements in Ir for all z,
x ≤ z ≤ y. (P.2)
3. Ir is always a simple umbrella. (P.3)
At the beginning, Ir = I , Il and Im are both empty, and (P.1), (P.2) and (P.3) all hold. From Lemma 4, one of gi+1 and gi+2
is the minimum element in I .
If gi+1 > gi+2, apply hop ρ([i, i+ 1], [i+ 2]) to I . Accordingly, Il = [gi+2], Im is empty, Ir = [gi, gi+1, gi+3, . . . , gi+m], then
apply a group of hops to transform Ir into a simple umbrella. (P.1), (P.2) and (P.3) hold. See Fig. 3 (1-a, 1-b).
If gi+1 < gi+2 and gi+2 < gi+3, apply hopρ([i], [i+1, i+2]) to I . Then Il = [gi+1, gi+2], Im is empty, Ir = [gi, gi+3, . . . , gi+m]
is simple. (P.1), (P.2) and (P.3) hold. See Fig. 3 (2-a, 2-b).
If gi+1 < gi+2, gi+2 > gi+3, and [gi+2, gi+3, gi+4, gi+5] is not a mushroom, apply two consecutive hops ρ([i], [i+ 1, i+ 2])
and ρ([i+ 1, i+ 2], [i+ 3]). Then Il = [gi+1, gi+3, gi+2], Im is empty, Ir = [gi, gi+4, . . . , gi+m]. (P.1), (P.2) and (P.3) hold. See
Fig. 3 (3-a, 3-b).
If gi+1 < gi+2, gi+2 > gi+3, and [gi+2, gi+3, gi+4, gi+5] forms a mushroom, apply hops ρ([i], [i + 1, i + 2]) and
ρ([i], [i + 1, i + 2]). Consequently, Il = [gi+1, gi+3], Im = [gi+2], Ir = [gi, gi+4, . . . , gi+m]. (P.1), (P.2) and (P.3) hold. See
Fig. 3 (4-a, 4-b).
Let [Il, Im, Ir ] be derived from I during the sorting procedure. If Im is empty, it is sufficient to sort Ir . Let Im =
[p1, p2, . . . , pk], where k ≥ 1. As Im is either a substring of [gi+2, gi+4, . . . , gi+2t−2] or a substring of [gi+3, gi+5, . . . , gi+2t−1],
it follows from Lemma 5 that p1 < p2 < · · · < pk. Let Ir = [q0, q1, . . . , qj], where 1 ≤ j ≤ m, q0 = gi is always the head of
the umbrella Ir . There are three cases:
(1) q1 < q2. (See Fig. 4-a.)
Note that q1 is the minimum element of Ir . In light of the statement of property P.2, pi > q1 for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. So if there
exists an arc (p1, q1), then arcs (pi, q1) exist for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
(1.1) k is odd. Then we can apply a series of consecutive left-hops of q1 until q1 reaches the immediate left of p1.
Accordingly, q1 becomes a new element of Il. If j = 1, then all the arcs are eliminated after those left-hops; if j = 2, then
(q0, qj) remains, which can be eliminated by a skip; otherwise, it turns to case (1) or case (2) corresponding to q2 < q3 or
q2 > q3 respectively.
(1.2) k is even. If j = 1, there exists a group of consecutive left-hops of q1 until q1 reaches the immediate right of p1. Then
(p1, q1) is left, which implies a skip. If j > 1, firstly apply a right-hop of q0, then apply a list of left-hops of q1 until it reaches
the immediate left of p1. If j = 2, then all the arcs are eliminated after those left-hops; otherwise, it turns to case (1) or case
(2) corresponding to q3 < q4 or q3 > q4 respectively.
(2) q1 > q2. (See Fig. 4-b.)
Note that q2 is theminimum element of the current Ir and pi > q2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Furthermore, pi < q1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Otherwise, W.L.O.G., assume pk > q1. Then in the original umbrella I = [gi, gi+1, . . . , gi+m], pk = gi+x, q1 = gi+y, q2 = gi+z ,
from Lemma 6, y− x, y− z, x− z are all odd, which yields a contradiction.
(2.1) k is even. Then we can apply a list of consecutive left-hops of q2 until q2 reaches the immediate left of p1. If j = 2,
then all but the arc (q0, q1) are eliminated after those left-hops; otherwise, it turns to case (3).
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Fig. 3. Four cases, the permutation graph before and after the hops.
(2.2) k is odd. Firstly, apply a right-hop of q0, then perform a list of left-hops of q2 until q2 reaches the immediate left of
p1. If j = 2, then all the arcs are eliminated; if j = 3, the arc (q0, qj) remains, which can be eliminated by a skip; otherwise,
it turns to case (3).
(3) q2 > q1 > q3. (See Fig. 4-c.)
In this case, there exists a hop (say ρ(q1q2, q3)) or a sequence of hops that can convert Ir into a simple umbrella, then it
turns to case (1). Note that after these hops, the elements of Ir are relabeled as Ir = [q0, q1, . . . , qj].
Fromwhat has been discussed, starting from [Il, Im, Ir ] such that (P.1), (P.2) and (P.3) are all satisfied, there always exists
a list of hops ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρt that transform Il, Im, Ir into [I · ρ1∼t ]l, [I · ρ1∼t ]m, [I · ρ1∼t ]r , with (P.1), (P.2) and (P.3) still being
satisfied and the length of Il added at least one. Finally, there is at most one arc left, which can be eliminated by a skip. Then
we complete the proof. 
The exact polynomial time algorithm for sorting a simple umbrella just follows the constructive proof of Theorem 2. We
just state its rough idea here.
Though the cases enumerated in the proof of Theorem 2 are complicated, the cases presented in the algorithm become
much simpler, because we do not need to analyze whether there is a skip in each case or not; in the algorithm, we just
need to check which element is the minimum one and count the number of elements which are greater than the minimum
element and appear on the left of the minimum element.
At each iteration, if the number of elements which are greater than the minimum element and appear on the left side of
the minimum element is even, then apply a series of left hops of the minimum element so that it is arcless; if that number
is odd, firstly apply a right hop of the head, then apply a series of left hops of the minimum element so that it is arcless.
Convert the current umbrella into a simple umbrella after each iteration, which could be done by Lemma 3. In this way,
after an iteration, the length of the umbrella (Ir ) decreases by one or two and the number of arcless elements (Il) increases
by at least one. Moreover, all the operations are hops except possibly the final skip.
In the context of the following algorithm, h is the index of the head of the current umbrella,m is the length of the umbrella,
so the final condition is h = i+m; d records the number of hops. Following Lemma 4, the minimum element of the current
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Fig. 4. Three cases of [Il, Im, Ir ].
umbrella has two possible positions, then the algorithm has two branches. In the case where a skip is necessary, when
h = i+m− 1, we just perform left hops and a possible skip of the minimum element of the final short umbrella.
Algorithm Sort-S-U(I)
Input: a simple umbrella I = [gi, gi+1, gi+2, . . . , gi+m].
Output: the sorting distance d, short block-moves ρ[0 ∼ d− 1].
1 d = 0, h = i, construct the permutation graph G(I).
2 While (h < i+m− 1) {
3 If (gh+1 > gh+2) {
4 If (even (2t) elements ahead of gh are greater than gh+2)
5 apply t + 1 consecutive left-hops of gh+2. d = d+ t + 1. h = h+ 1.
6 apply c hops to transform [gh, . . . , gi+m] to be simple. d = d+ c .
7 If (odd (2t + 1) elements ahead of gh are greater than gh+2)
8 apply a right-hop of gh. d = d+ 1. h = h+ 2.
9 apply t + 1 consecutive left-hops of gh−1. d = d+ t + 1.
10 }
11 If (gh+1 < gh+2) {
12 If (even (2t) elements ahead of gh are greater than gh+1)
13 apply a right-hop of gh. d = d+ 1. h = h+ 2.
14 apply t consecutive left-hops of gh−2. d = d+ t .
15 If (odd (2t + 1) elements ahead of gh are greater than gh+1)
16 apply t + 1 consecutive left-hops of gh+1. d = d+ t + 1. h = h+ 1.
17 }
18 }
19 If (h = i+m− 1)
20 apply c consecutive left-hops of gh+1 and a skip if necessary. d = d+ c.
21 h = h+ 1.
22 Return d, and all the short block-move operations.
We list the sorting sequences of two concrete permutations which correspond to the two branches of the algorithm
respectively. (In the Appendix, Fig. 5 shows the sorting sequence of π = [8, 1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 4] and Fig. 6 shows the sorting
sequence of π = [9, 5, 1, 6, 2, 7, 3, 8, 4].)
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4.2. The (1+ ε)-approximation algorithm
The algorithm for sorting a permutation by short block-moves is straightforward, by exploiting the algorithm for sorting
simple umbrellas.
Algorithm Short-Block-Move(I)
1 Construct a new permutation I1 = [n+ 1, g1, g2, . . . , gn].
2 Apply hops to convert I1 into a simple umbrella I2.
3 Sort-S-U(I2).
4 Return d and all short block-moves.
Theorem 3. The time complexity of the algorithm Short-Block-Move(•) is O(n2).
Proof. It takes O(n2) time to construct the permutation graph. The while-loop in Sort-S-U(•) runs at mostm iterations, and
each iteration can be completed in O(n) time. Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm Sort-S-U(•) is O(n2). Step 2
runs inO(n2) time, and all the other steps take linear time. Totally, the time complexity of the algorithmShort-Block-Move(•)
is O(n2). 
Theorem 4. The algorithm Short-Block-Move(•) is a (1+ ε)-approximation algorithm for sorting by short block-moves.
Proof. Let λ(n) represent the ratio between the number of inversions and the number of elements in a permutation. That
is, assume that there are n · λ(n) arcs in the permutation graph of I . As is shown in formula (1), BK3(I) ≥ ⌈n · λ(n)/2⌉. The
number of arcs in I1 is n · (λ(n)+ 1). The algorithm guarantees that there are ⌊n · (λ(n)+ 1)/2⌋ hops and at most one skip.
So, the output of the algorithm, denoted by SBM(I), is ⌈n · (λ(n)+ 1)/2⌉. If λ(n) > O(1), then
SBM(I)
BK3(I)
≤ ⌈n · (λ(n)+ 1)/2⌉⌈n · λ(n)/2⌉ ≤ 1+
1
λ(n)
= 1+ ε.  (2)
5. Conclusion
A short block-move is a restricted case of a transposition. In this paper, we investigate the properties of a special
subpermutation called an umbrella, and devise an exact polynomial time algorithm that sorts the umbrellas. By exploiting
that algorithm, we present a polynomial time (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for sorting permutations by short block-
moves, with the approximation factor depending on the number of arcs in the permutation graph.
The complexity of sorting by short block-moves is still open, though the general problem, sorting by transpositions, is
NP-complete.
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Appendix
HopHop
Hop
Hop
Hop
(8, 6 3)(5 8, 2) (8, 1 5)
(5 6, 3) (8 7, 4) and (5 6, 4) Skip (8,7)
Fig. 5. The sorting sequence of π = [8, 1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 4].
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Fig. 6. The sorting sequence of π = [9, 5, 1, 6, 2, 7, 3, 8, 4].
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